
Submission Guidelines
How and Where To Submit

All short story submissions should be sent in Word format (DOC/DOCX) to one of the editors,
Dale Anthony Church at wi4cleics@gmail.com. We do not accept submissions in PDF, TXT
or RTF formats.

What to Submit

Each anthology will have a di�erent theme so it is best to follow the brief for the specific
anthology you wish to submit a story for. These will be found on WI4C Leicester website
(wi4cleics.wixsite.com/anthology) and across our social media.

What is the Word Count?

Unless stated otherwise in the brief, each story should be no more than 5,000 words. We are
unable to accept stories that fall well below this word count (flash fiction) or which are more
than 10% over the upper word limit (300 words).

What is the Deadline?

The deadline for each anthology will be specific to that particular collection. Please refer to
the submission call itself for details of  each closing date.

Who can submit?

Although WI4C Leicester was initially set up to discover new writing talent in the local area
(i.e. Leicestershire and the Midlands), we are also very interested in submissions from
International writers and therefore we accept submissions from anyone, provided they are
written in English and have not previously been published elsewhere.

What can be submitted?

Any submissions containing extreme profanity, sexual or erotic content, excessive gore or
graphic content will be immediately rejected. All submissions should aim to be widely
accessible. However, this does not mean that a story must be family focused, only that it
could be read by the widest possible audience. All stories are subject to multiple screenings
before being accepted for any anthology and as such any story could be rejected for a further
reason not stated above.

All content submitted by an author must not, to the best of their knowledge, include
characters, places or events that relate to a real person, living or dead, without prior written
approval from the person(s), their estate or a representative. Evidence of this must be
produced upon request. Failure to supply such evidence will result in immediate rejection
and/or removal of the story in  question.

What about the Rights?

Authors retain the rights to their own work and therefore may use it any way they desire
after a period of one year has elapsed from the release of the anthology in which it appears,
or if their story is not selected for an anthology. However, we reserve the right to use any



story in a reissue of the anthology, a print version of the anthology or an audiobook version
of the anthology after  the exclusivity period has elapsed.

Selected stories should not be shared online (blogs, websites, social media) or in print until
after the one year period. This exclusivity period is due to the charity nature of our eBook
anthology releases.

Is that any payment for Submissions?

No, due to the nature of our anthologies, we do not o�er any monetary incentive to anyone
who submits a story for use in our anthology. However, we do include a brief 200-300 word
biography of each author and their previous work and we are more than happy to include
links to blogs, websites and social media within this to help promote new writing talent.

All biographies will be requested by email if a submission is successful. Please do not submit
these with your submission.

All of our anthologies are to raise money and awareness for chosen care charities and are
therefore not designed to make a profit, merely to drive donations to assist those charities
in their work.

Other Information

All of the Write In For Charity Leicester anthologies are distributed as “donation fiction”
only. For the sake of these guidelines, “donation fiction” shall mean that all eBooks are
100% free and are only available exclusively to those who have been encouraged to support
a chosen charity. Therefore, all eBooks are considered a perk of supporting the chosen
charity and should not be  considered a purchase.

These submission guidelines are correct at time of going to press but may be amended at any
time without notice. Please check  them regularly to make sure you are clear on all of them.

These guidelines were updated on 31st October 2021.


